MACRO MONDAY: WK 41
Your Weekly Cross-Asset Global Markets Call

The US Economy + US Bond Yields…

…Are On Fire

Tip of the Spear: (KVP) Kay Van-Petersen, CMT
global macro strategist & consigliere at large
Week 41, Oct 8 – Oct 14
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General Disclaimer: Solely Views/Opinions. Not Trading/Investing Recommendations
This presentation is provided by Saxo Capital Markets Pte. Ltd. (“Saxo Capital
Markets”) for your general information. Although all reasonable efforts have
been made to ensure that any information and commentary are accurate
and up-to-date, the presentation is updated from time to time but may not
always be up-to-date in every respect and no responsibility is accepted for
any loss arising from inaccurate or incomplete information, however
caused. Saxo Capital Markets does not warrant that all technical aspects and
functions of its platforms are explained during this presentation.

None of the information contained here constitutes an offer to purchase or
sell a financial instrument, or to make any investments. Saxo Capital
Markets does not take into account your personal investment objectives or
financial situation and makes no representation and assumes no liability as
to the accuracy or completeness of the information nor for any loss arising
from any investment based on any commentaries or information supplied
by any employee of Saxo Capital Markets or its affiliates. Any opinions made
are subject to change and may be personal to the author. These may not
necessarily reflect the opinion of Saxo Capital Markets or its affiliates.
The content of this presentation is provided on a strictly private and
confidential basis for information purposes only. It is not intended to be
distributed to any third party without the written consent of Saxo Capital
Markets.
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Last WK Review & Highlights
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Previous Week’s Highlights & Takeaways
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call
Previous WK Summary:

US: Whilst numbers on Fri NFP were
decent given the +50k revision, we saw
U/R now at 3.7%a 3.8%e 3.9%p (1969),
AHE 2.8%a/e. Key part was EPIC ISM.
Serv. Numbers all-time highs past
previous 2005 peak, 61.6a 58.0e 58.5p
RBI|RBA: RBA Copy paste non-event. RBI
Surprised market with not hiking

Tur: CPI +24.5%a 21.1%e 17.9%p PPI
+46.2%a +39.6%e 32.1%p
Reps: Got their judge. Midterm risks?

Nafta 2.0: CA is on board… Go Trump!
Powell: "Interest rates are still
accommodative, but we're gradually
moving to a place where they will be
neutral”
"We may go past neutral, but we're a long
way from neutral at this point, probably.“

FI: Massive wk in Global Macro with US
yields breaking to new cycle highs,
technical + price implications are huge
FX: USD smash, yet EM FX as whole did
better than G10… where only GBP
scrapped an up wk. +BRL vs – ZAR, on
former similar to MXN into elections?

CMD: Energy knows no ceiling. Big
bounces in Sugar, Coffee, Aluminum
EQ: Have we reached the top? Blood on
the street, still need breaks of 100D &
200D MA on NDQ – FANGS have to fold
Vol: As we’ve been saying for a while… vol
has been low. +22% in the VIX to 14.82
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CoT Review
[Taken from Ole Hansen’s weekly CoT Report]
@Ole_S_Hansen
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Macro Monday: Latest CoT Report
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call
CURRENCIES

o Speculators increased their dollar long against nine IMM currency futures to a fresh 21-months high last week.
o Surprisingly the CAD net-short only saw a small net reduction despite the new NAFTA deal and surging oil prices
o The dollar buying was concentrated against the euro on continued Italy focus and not least the yen on the widening yield gap.

o Small (dollar) selling meanwhile was seen against the other seven currencies.
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Macro Monday: Latest CoT Report
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call
COMMODITIES

Leveraged funds increased
bullish cmd bets by the
most in 7m over the wk to
Oct 2.
Buying was led by natural
gas, soybeans, corn and
coffee with the exceptions
being wheat, sugar, cocoa
and surprisingly crude oil
The most striking change in
last weeks update was the
net-selling seen in both
Brent & WTI crude. Despite
all the talk about supply
shortages and $100/b, the
net-longs in both WTI &
Brent were cut on a
combination of longs being
reduced & new shorts being
added. The net-long in WTI
crude oil fell to a 15 wk low

In soft cmds the coffee netshort was cut by 12% as the
up until recently under siege
bean continued to recover
from a 12yr low. In cocoa
the net-short doubled to
reach a 1yr high

All metals with the
exception HG copper were
bought with gold and silver
beginning to show signs of
immunity from the
stronger dollar and rising
bond yields
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Sources: Saxo Bank, Bloomberg

WK Ahead, Thoughts on Positioning,

& the MM Book…
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Macro Monday: Week Ahead, Plus Thoughts On Positioning
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call - Welcome to 41, Oct 8 – Oct 14
Key Focus:

China Back + Stimulus Theme (RRR Cuts) + US Midterms + Next Round of Tariffs + Brazil Elections
Central Banks (SGT):
No major CB decisions…
Fed Speakers (SGT):

Kaplan (9) Harker (10) Williams (10) Evans (11/12) Bostic (11/13) Quarles (13)

Econ Data:
US: PPI, Inventories, CPI 2.4%e 2.7%p Core 2.3%e 2.2%p, UoM
CH: Caixin Services PMI 51.4e 50.5p, Money Supply, New Loans, TB
EZ: Industrial Production
JP: TB, Machines Orders, PPI, Money Stock, Tertiary Index, Cap. Util, IP

UK: TB, IP, Mfg. Production, GDP MoM 0.1%e 0.3%p
NZ: Card Spending, Food Prices MoM -0.5%p, Mfg. PMI 52.0p
AU: Daylight savings time shift (over the wkd), Home Loans, RBA Financial Stability Review
Other (SGT):

Both US, CA & JP this Mon (8) & China back in after a wk off, Ingves (9), Haldane (10), BoC Business Outlook – perhaps some clues into next wk’s meeting (15)
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US Bond Yields Breaking Out To New Cycle Highs…

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

Thesis: “Global Bond Yields Higher” + “Reflexivity on US Global Macro Dominance vs. RoW” Thesis
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US Bond Yields Breaking Out To New Cycle Highs…
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Thesis: “Global Bond Yields Higher” + “Reflexivity on US Global Macro Dominance vs. RoW” Thesis
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US Bond Yields Breaking Out To New Cycle Highs…

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

Thesis: “Global Bond Yields Higher” + “Reflexivity on US Global Macro Dominance vs. RoW” Thesis
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Sources: Saxo Bank, Bloomberg

Global Macro Book 2018 [Tactical + Strategic] E-WK40, 5 Oct 2018

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call: Objective of the MM Book, North of +20% or South of -10%
Update & Thoughts:
Have added longs in IYF vs. shorts in SPX, simple idea is financials should outperform in a steepening environment. Risks areof course, is this really the
start of a steepening trend or just a technical correction in the flattening trend that we’ve seen… Those risks are also key for the big shorts that we’ve
taken in JGBs… not the move in yields are small, hence the magnitude of the size… we are playing for 149. Our EURSEK continues to be underwater as the
SEK comes back again under a lot of pressure both against the EUR & USD….
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Macro Monday’s Chartography
“Fundamentalists who say they are not going to pay any attention to the charts
are like a doctor who says he’s not going to take a patient’s temperature”
–Bruce Kovner, Legendary Trader & Founder of Caxton
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Previous Week’s Highlights & Takeaways
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call

The Real, seems to be replicating what the
Mexican Peso did into their elections… with
a +5.6% rtn last wk vs. the USD

[Note we have NDFs on BRL, TWD, KRW,
IDR, PHP, INR, CNY]
Meanwhile things in South Africa are
turning once again, as we see the ZAR take
-4.1% move last wk vs. the USD
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Sources: Saxo Bank, Bloomberg

Previous Week’s Highlights & Takeaways
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call

Cable was the sole outlier vs. the USD, as it captured a +70bp return… AUD, NZD & SEK continued to
Saxo Bank
be kicked while lying down… (i.e. also
had a weak session two wks back)
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Sources: Saxo Bank, Bloomberg

Daily chart catching the recent outperformance of the S&P500 vs. the IYF etf (US financials)

Generally speaking US Financials (IYF) should do well in a steepening environment…
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Weekly chart catching the recent outperformance of the S&P500 vs. the IYF etf (US financials)

Generally speaking US Financials (IYF) should do well in a steepening environment…
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Japanese 10yr bond futures…

American 10yr bond futures…

German 10yr bond futures…
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For the fibo aficionados…
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Key level to break through is really these 150 lvls from a Fibo retracement for the
bears. The JGB bulls (price up, yields back down) will look for this level to hold

KVP is expecting a break to at least 1.4860 in 4Q18… with a potential run to 147.33
within next 1-6m. A close back above the 150.50/60 lvls would take him back to the drawing board…

Note the 2 consecutive (including a monthly & quarterly) weekly closes sub the
200WMA of 150.07… this is a very bearish sign…
Saxo Bank
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This chart captures the significance of last wk’s break in US 10yr bond futures…
We are sub 20WMA of 119-21 & at lvls not seen since 2011
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US 30s breaking out to multi-year highs… pulling everything else up… it was all about getting through that 3.26/27 lvls…
No real resistance until 4.00%... Yet can see the market fixating (incorrectly at 3.75%)… point here, this is the big break… this is

equivalent to the 2.60/70% that was the multi-year resistance level on the 10s…
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US 10s breaking out to multi-year highs… as they break through that 3.12/13% congestion…

No real resistance until 3.75%... Yet 3.50 will be a natural psychological lvl…
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JGBs yields breaking higher is one of the few potential “screaming’ moves to KVP…

20bp is the level to take out… on the FIBO the more important lvls I above 23bp…
Note the three weekly closes above the 200WMA of 11.6bp… Last Price is 15.5bp
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Whilst upside in bund yields (short bund futures) may be trickier given noise in Italy
A purer expression of the US Yields pushing up EZ yields could be on the
peripherals… so perhaps US 10ys
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Recent steepening across US yields curve (30s – 10s, 10s – 5s, 10s – 2s), seems to

indicate correlation with bund + JGB yields moving higher
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Again no real danger for the bulls, we’ve not been close to 100W since 2016

Key supports are 20W of 2824, then with 100W at 2560
MACD about to tick lower… RSI ticking lower…
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Key initial support would be 20W’s 7340 & the 7,000 lvl

Yet key lvl is 100W at 6206 which is lights years away… c. -16% from these 7,400 lvls…
Do note MCD & RSI are ticking lower… yet we’ve not challenged 100W lvls until 2016
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For last 7 yrs, Dollar Yen has finished the month of Oct up by an avg. of +1.6% & Median of +1.4%
Which from 113.67 implies a range of 115.26 to 115.49 if history was to repeat
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For last 7 yrs, DollarYen has finished the month of Oct up by an avg. of +1.6% & Median of +1.4%
Which from 113.67 implies a range of 115.26 to 115.49 if history was to repeat
The ranges were from +0.09% to +3.42% (implying 114.69 to 117.56)
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MM Back on Mon: 08:30[SG/HK] 09:30 [Tok]11:30 [Syd] 20:30[NY]
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Assets Call
Thanks again for your Time, Feedback & Spreading of the MM Word
Catch you all On Monday Oct 29th When KVP is back from Paternity Leave
Till Then, Profitable Trading…
08:30[SG/HK] 09:30 [Tok] 11:30 [Syd] 20:30[NY]
*
Please look out for our daily weekday Global Market Calls now live streamed from Facebook
Replay for Macro Monday & the Global Markets Calls are on www.home.saxo
hear from Peter Garnry on Equities, John Hardy on FX, Ole Hansen on CMDs & Simon Fasdal on bonds
with a special weekly chart session by Kim Cramer Larsen on Tues
As well as bi-monthly webinars by our Australian Market Strategist, Eleanor Creagh
@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats
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Appendix – Misc.
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Macro Monday: Week Ahead, Plus Thoughts On Positioning
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call - Welcome to 40, Oct 1 – Oct 7
Reflecting on Markets, Positioning, Fast & Slow Investment Themes in Global Macro: What's Top of Mind? Make No Mistake This Is Not A Dovish Fed…
Key Takeaways From FOMC meeting:
This is not a dovish Fed be it press conference, opening remarks, statement or his tone…
Taken out “the stance of monetary policy remains accommodative.” Which they address as a natural consequence of “policy is proceeding in line with our
expectations”
KVP’s thinks that at some point this is going to be a crucial issue for debate– as depending on where you are on this could determine your pnl for 4Q18 & start of 2019 – in
that he feels the Fed does not see the 8 rates rises in this cycle as hiking, they see them as a move from being super accommodative. i.e. its all about getting us back to
where rates should be in a healthy economy, this view implies that potentially the Fed has yet to turn truly hawkish

Powell clearly states in the press conference that despite them taking out the wording, monetary “policy is still accommodative”. At a further point he also gives
the Fed more flexibility by saying, it could also be that they have underestimated the neutral rate. I.e. its not a signal that they are stopping anytime soon
Fed Upgraded Growth Expectations to +3.1% & +2.5% GDP growth in 2018 & 2019
•

3rd time this year that growth forecast has been raised

Median projections for both headline & core inflation remain at c. 2.0% & 2.1% respectively
Overall the statement was very bullish & constructive, literally nothing negative expressed. His tone is also quite upbeat & relaxed at the same time, this is not a Fed
chair that’s worried about any economic slowdown or risks to the markets anytime soon – he is very US centric, even when he talks about EM (i.e. we have a domestic
mandate)

Still have the risks to the economy as being roughly balanced
No upgraded views on rates over 2019 & 2020 (yet!)
2021 really just too far out, lot of things can change to the up or downside

Fed think pickup in inflation from oil is ‘transitory’, this is an element where KVP believes the Fed could be underestimating the upside risk to oil. The market is
getting a lot more comfortable with Brent Crude getting to $100 from these current $80 levels, the price action, charts & positioning continue to be quite constructive as
we hit 4yr highs on brent crude & the next OPEC meeting not until Nov
Key near-term risk, could be political posturing with Trump moving to (or threatening to) release the US’s SOR (He critique OPEC again last wk)… the US’s energy head has
said this will not be done… yet trust Trump to be Trump… its quite asymmetrical asSaxo
we Bank
have 5wks to the Nov 6 Midterms
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From Macro Monday WK 35, 27 Aug 18

Probability of Turkey Contagion into Europe Increases Everyday…

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call – Already starting to see the warning signs…
Trump pressure => Turkey => EZ potential Refugee Crisis

Potential thematic downside for EZ peripheral bonds, EZ equities & of course the euro

USDTRY at c. 6.00
Think we likely see 7.00 to 7.50 before we see 5.50, i.e. its asymmetrical to the upside
There is also a chance that this puppy could get to 10.00

Incredible thing here is, Trump – if he only had KVP working for him – has potentially
the biggest lever (sledgehammer) that he could use again the EU to get what he wants

The original long USDTRY thesis from Jul 6 th on “Trust Erdogan to be Erdogan” still stands… things

on trade…. Way more effective than any kind of tariffs that he can throw at them

are more likely to get significantly worse before they get better

What is the epitome of nuclear politics in the EU? That’s right, refugees coming in
And Syrian/Muslim refugees at that… which in the very socialist, extreme &
fragmented parties we’ve seen across Europe - would be political suicide for almost
any EU leader (Merkel power base weakened significantly & she was one of the few
with enough courage to tow the line)

If KVP was Trump, he’d press down on Turkey so bad… that Erdogan would have to
turn to the EU for help. I.e. there is likely to be nothing from the IMF given their
history together (& US seat), but Erdogan could demand aid/subsidies from the EU if
things deteriorate.

Whilst some European banks (Spain & to some extent Italy & France) & Insurers
(Germany & France), have exposure to Turkish debt and equity.
A potential new refugee crisis could rattle confidence & an already fragile EU political
system. Which could actually cause the ECB to pause even further that their

forecasted QT of mid 2019
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Italy: Still a lot of things to play out…
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call – Great timeline below to keep on the desk…
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Sources: Saxo Bank, Danske Bank

Global Macro Tactical Book 2017 Performance, +4.18% vs. +2.94% Benchmark
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call

o Tactical Book had a great start for much of 2017, finishing 3Q up c. +7.56%, with very high hit rate
o Made strategic decision to increase the lvl of risk for trades in 4Q, logic being higher win ratio should results with overall higher return for the quarter
o Did not have many opportunities in 4Q, combo of year-end travel (off desk), less clear opportunities, general fatigue, etc. led to -3.39% in 4Q. It’s a marathon, not a sprint
o Average risk taken per quarter were 0.57%, 0.81%, 0.58% 1.33% respectively
o Total return for the year was +4.18%, greater than average Macro HF’s +2.94% in 2017, yet quite disappointing given high win ratio & high watermark just short of +10%
o Overall Takeaway: Increase min risk per trade to 75-100bp (raises bar on ideas), have a min of 3-4 diff trade ideas at any one time to dampen volatility + bad luck
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Global Macro Strategic Book 2017 Performance, +8.80% vs. +2.94% Benchmark
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call

o Strategic Book was the opposite, struggling for most of the year before turning around in 4Q through a heavily concentrated bet on Crypto proxy through ETNs
o Win ratio of c. 54% is more realistic from a sustainable perspective. Worth noting that without crypto trade, avg. win per trade is only +74bp vs. avg. loss per trade of -71bp,
this is too low of a sustainable edge, unless your running several hundred million dollars or a yard
o Biggest losses were from initial big bet on structural shorts on US rates (-1.89%), trade idea was right, structure of picking up 1yr puts was wrong. Also high conviction long
on silver (3% of risk) through SIL (silver etf) was poorly timed & cost the book its biggest loss at -2.67%.
o Total return for the year was +8.80%, basically triple the average Macro Hedge Fund’s +2.94% in 2017
o Overall Takeaway: Start slowly in a more structured manner, keep avg. risk per trade at above 100bp, keep wide structured sto ps, have more lower correlated trades
Saxo Bank
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